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Welcome to the Scrum Alliance ®
Certified ScrumMaster ®

Course
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Founded in 2001, Scrum Alliance® is the largest, longest established and most influential 
professional membership and certification organization in the Agile Development 
community. We are a nonprofit association with more than 500,000 certified 
practitioners worldwide.

In this class you will learn about

✓ The Scrum framework

✓ Common Scrum practices

✓ Scrum Master responsibilities and skills

And you will be eligible to take the ScrumMaster® Certification Exam.

Certification

Please keep in mind these simple rules to qualify for the certification exam:
• Show up on time each day and after each break.
• Be present for the full 2 days of course time. Any exception requests must be 

discussed with the instructor.
• Please refrain from using electronics during class time.

Upon course completion, you will be invited to complete your membership to the Scrum 
Alliance website to take the online Certification exam. This $50 membership fee is 
included with your course enrollment. Your membership is good for two years.

The last step is to pass the CSM exam. The exam has 50 multiple-choice questions with a
passing score of 74%. You have one hour to complete the test. You have two attempts
within 90 calendar days after you receive your initial welcome email to pass the test at 
no cost. After two attempts and/or 90 calendar days, you will be charged $25 for each
additional attempt.



Your Instructor

Roger Brown is a Certified Scrum Trainer® and Certified Enterprise Coach ® with 
over a decade of experience in Scrum and Agile software development, training 
and coaching. He is a founding member of the Scrum Alliance Certified Enterprise 
Coach (CEC) Program and a development team member for the  Scrum Alliance 
Certified Team Coach (CTC) Program.

Class Materials

This workbook contains content material, exercises, articles and references for 
further study. We recommend that you fill it with notes and pictures to help you 
internalize the essentials of Scrum. And then refer back to these as a refresher 
when you take the certification exam and, even better, to help you implement 
and improve Scrum in your organization.

The Scrum Companion booklet presents the course material and additional 
information on Scrum in an indexed narrative form.  We will be using the 
Companion in class. It is also useful as a later reference to reinforce not what we 
learn in class.
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The Scrum Alliance Certifications



Your Goals

Other than Scrum Master Certification, please list your top three personal 
goals for taking this class. You are invited to share one or more with other 
people at your table.

1. __________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

2. __________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

3. __________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

The House of Mystery

If you have specific questions about Scrum, Agile 
Development or any related topic, please write them
on sticky-notes at any time and place them on the 
House of Mystery poster. Some of your questions will 
be answered during class. Others may be deferred to 
specific times.

The Course
In this course we will build a product using Scrum as our development and 
delivery framework. Be prepared to participate on a team, experience Scrum 
from the inside and have fun!

Instructor Contact

Following class, questions to your instructor are welcome.
Email: roger.brown@agilecrossing.com
Websites: www.agilecrossing.com, www.agilecoachjournal.com
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Manifesto for Agile Software Development 2001

We are uncovering better ways of developing 
software by doing it and helping others do it. 

Through this work we have come to value: 

Individuals and interactions over processes and tools
Working software over comprehensive documentation

Customer collaboration over contract negotiation
Responding to change over following a plan 

That is, while there is value in the items on 
the right, we value the items on the left more.

www.agilemanifesto.org

Agile
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0 – 5, ? Principle

1. Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through early and continuous 
delivery of valuable software. 

2. Welcome changing requirements, even late in development. Agile processes 
harness change for the customer's competitive advantage. 

3. Deliver working software frequently, from a couple of weeks to a couple of 
months, with a preference to the shorter timescale. 

4. Business people and developers must work together daily throughout the project.

5. Build projects around motivated individuals. Give them the environment and 
support they need, and trust them to get the job done. 

6. The most efficient and effective method of conveying information to and within a 
development team is face-to-face conversation. 

7. Working software is the primary measure of progress. 

8. Agile processes promote sustainable development. The sponsors, developers, and 
users should be able to maintain a constant pace indefinitely. 

9. Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design enhances agility. 

10. Simplicity--the art of maximizing the amount of work not done--is essential. 

11. The best architectures, requirements, and designs emerge from self-organizing 
teams

12. At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to become more effective, then 
tunes and adjusts its behavior accordingly. 

Exercise

1. Thinking about the most recent product development effort you worked on or your organization in 
general, rate the experience with respect to each of these principles using a scale of 
0 (never) to 5 (consistently).

2. Discuss with a table partner the one principle that feels most powerful to you.
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Scrum was designed and refined by Jeff Sutherland and his Team in the early 1990s. 
It is a framework for various process and techniques, not a methodology or process 
itself. Scrum draws from principles in these disciplines

• Project Management
• Lean Product Development
• Complex Systems Theory
• Human Psychology
• Team Dynamics
• Extreme Programming

1. Scrum was a major contributor to the definition of what is now known as Agile 
Software Development. Some other words for agility are
______________________________________________

2. Why is agility valuable for product development companies in the 21st Century?

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

3. What personal benefits might we expect to gain from being more agile in 

business?

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

Scrum is a framework within which people can address complex adaptive 
problems, while productively and creatively delivering products of the highest 
possible value. 

Scrum is: 
• Lightweight 
• Simple to understand 
• Difficult to master 

The Scrum Guide July, 2017, Sutherland and Schwaber

This is a scrum.
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Empirical Process
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Scrum is a framework for creating a product development process that is agile, 
adaptive and highly effective. Using this framework, every product team will 
define their own process.

Scrum is best suited for situations that have a high level of uncertainty in how 
best to define and build a product.  Scrum uses an experimental approach  to 
process design and continuous improvement by leveraging the principle of 
Empirical Process Control.

1. A defined process is one that is repeated for every occurrence.
An empirical process is one that is adapted after observing results.

Underline the best answer for each statement below: 
a. A process that strives for continuous improvement by examining 

actual data from previous  experience is called 
a(n) [empirical, defined] process.

b. The traditional phased Waterfall model is more of a(n) [empirical, 
defined] process model.

c. Scrum is an Agile Development framework for creating a(n) [empirical, 
defined] process.

2. In Scrum we define three “pillars” of empirical process control that enable 
improvement:

T___________________ (data)

I____________________ (analysis)

A___________________ (action)
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Objective

Get as many ball points as possible in 2 minutes through 
continuous process improvement.

Rules

• 1 point is earned for each ball that is processed as follows:
• touched by every person
• returned to and again touched by the starting person
• spends some time in the air between each person  

(cannot be touching 2 people at the same time, touching 
only air)

• is not passed between two nearest neighbors
• Process is transparent and all requirements are visibly 

validated
• Balls that start the process but do not finish (ex. dropped) are 

defects. They can be fixed by putting them through the process 
again from the start.

• If you run out of balls, you can start them over as if it was 
another bag.

Play

• 5 min to define your process

• Guess how many you can process
• 2 min to move the balls
• 1 point per ball completed, -3 for each defect not fixed
• Report your score and defects
• 3 min to improve process
• Repeat 2 times
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We did an exercise to learn about Empirical Process

Control and continuous process improvement. Following

the exercise, discuss these questions with your team mates.

1. List 5 ways that the exercise is like Scrum:

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

2. How did your team utilize the three pillars of empirical process 

to achieve continuous improvement? 

Transparency: _______________________________

Inspection: _________________________________

Adaptation: ________________________________

3. What other observations do you have about working with your 

Team? 

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________
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Label the Scrum Artifacts (A B C) and  Events (1 2 3 4) in this diagram.

Purpose of the Artifacts

A. _____________________________________________

B. _____________________________________________

C. _____________________________________________

Purpose of the Events

1. _____________________________________________

2. _____________________________________________

3. _____________________________________________

4. _____________________________________________

Scrum is iterative and incremental.

What is the allowed length of each iteration or Sprint?  ___________

What is incremented in each Sprint? __________________

________
Weeks

In Sprint

A.

B. C.

1. ________
________

2.   _______
_______

3. _______
_______

4. _______
_______
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Every Scrum Event (aka Scrum Meeting) is time-boxed for efficiency. A Time 
Box is a set amount of time allocated to an activity that has a clearly 
defined goal. For events, the time box is an upper limit. The Sprint itself is 
an absolute time box.

List 3 benefits of time-boxing an activity.

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

Each of the Scrum Meetings provides an informational feedback loop
that supports the empirical process goals of Transparency, Inspection and 
Adaptation. Discuss with your table mates the desired results of this 
feedback generated in the Scrum events.

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________
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Desired Features

Product Increment

Label the Scrum Roles in the diagram above.

Scrum has a Team within a Team. All three roles together comprise the 
_____________ Team. 

Both of these Teams are self-________________ when it comes to decision 
making and daily work within their respective roles.

In Scrum, the traditional role of P___________ M___________ does not 
exist because the Scrum Team self-manages the work.

Each of the Scrum Roles  is designed to be [ ] full-time [ ] part-time.

For best results, each member of the Scrum Team is dedicated to how many 
teams? _______

List 3 disadvantages we could expect if the roles are shared across people 
or otherwise implemented contrary to the design of Scrum?

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

The Scrum Team

Implementation
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Scrum Roles
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Your questions about the roles:

Product Owner

Development Team

Scrum Master



Product Owner
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Fill in the following dimensions of this role.

The PO…

Gets input from _________________________________________________

Manages ________________________________________________________

Decides __________________________________________________________

Reports __________________________________________________________

Elaborates ______________________________________________________

Reviews _________________________________________________________

Why is it best for the PO role to be filled by a single person instead of a group?

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

What are some failure modes for the Product Owner Role?

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

The Product Owner role is responsible for
maximizing the value of the delivered product. 
As with all Scrum roles, this is a full-time job
for a person dedicated to a single product.

Business domain knowledge is essential for 
this  role. The Product Owner represents all
business stakeholders but must have full 
authority to make priority decisions .



Development Team
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The Ideal Team Size is ________________________________________

The Dev Team Manages _______________________________________

________________________________________________________________

A Member is dedicated to just one ____________________________

The Dev Team is empowered to decide _________________________

________________________________________________________________

Team Members are encouraged to learn and share ___________

________________________________________________________________

List some aspects of self-organization

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

Why 3 to 9 people?

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

What are some failure modes for the Development Team?

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

The Development Team is responsible for
delivering the product with high quality. The 
Dev Team is cross-functional, containing 
individuals with all of the skills necessary to 
create the product. 

The Dev Team self-organizes  to achieve
highly productive collaboration.

Fill in the following dimensions of this role.



Scrum Master
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Fill in the following dimensions of this role.

The Scrum Master…

Facilitates _______________________________________________________

Manages ________________________________________________________

Protects _________________________________________________________

Coaches _________________________________________________________

Mentors on _____________________________________________________

Serves  by leading, leads by ___________________________________

How does the Scrum Master help the Product Owner?

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

How does the Scrum Master help the Development Team?

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

What are some failure modes for the Scrum Master Role?

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Scrum Master

The Scrum Master is responsible for
guiding the team by fostering the Scrum 
Values and Agile Principles. Key activities 
include facilitation, mentoring and coaching. 
This  Role requires a collection of diverse soft 
skills for success. This role is also designed to 
be a full-time dedicated position on each 
team.

The Scrum Master has no intrinsic authority
but earns authority through success.
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Whose Job is it Anyway?

For each task listed below, mark which Scrum Role or Roles have primary 

responsibility for seeing that it is accomplished. Some of these may be shared across 

roles. Some may not be a concern of the Scrum Team. For those, write in who you 

think is responsible.

Duty Product 

Owner

Development 

Team

Scrum Master Other

Prioritize Features

Coach the Team

Demonstrate Sprint Results

Specify PBI Acceptance Criteria

Assign Tasks

Manage Impediments

Analyze Requirements

Facilitate  Meetings

Evaluate Sprint Business Results

Mentor on Scrum Framework

Report Progress

Ensure Technical Quality

Maximize ROI

Provide Agile Training

Manage Release Scope/Schedule

Interact with Stakeholders

Test Product

Protect Team

Manage Budget

Improve Process

Do Daily Development Work

Monitor Sprint Progress

Manage Technical Dependencies

Choose Team Members

Define Product Vision

Foster Scrum Values and Principles

Estimate Work

Define Release Goals

Plan Daily Work

Yell and Panic

Work with 2 other people to fill out this sheet. Please read the instructions first.
We will discuss the “right” answers as a whole class.
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Scrum is one of several complementary 
frameworks used to increase 

organizational agility

Software Development Value Stream Map

Draw a line between each statement and the best answer.

In the software development value 
stream, Scrum replaces …

Uncertainty of solution

Scrum is partly based on the efficient  
flow model used in …

Extreme Programming 
(XP)

The ultimate goal of Agile production is 
to maximize …

value delivered per unit 
time (value/time)

Scrum seeks perfection through … feedback

Scrum is most effective when the work 
is high in …

Lean Product Design 
and  Manufacturing

All Agile frameworks rely on short 
information loops for corrective … 

Waterfall

For software development, an essential 
companion to Scrum is …

continuous 
improvement
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Scrum Planning
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The primary control variable in Scrum is _______________.

Scrum reduces risk by incremental development of the features having the 
highest _______________.

The one thing we know for certain about the future is that requirements will 
______________.

In Scrum, we use Transparency, Inspection and Adaptation to improve the 
team process as well as  the delivered p________________.

Can Scrum be used effectively when there is a deadline? [No, Yes]
Why? _____________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

Value Driven Development

Two ways scope is used to 
deliver the most valuable 

product by a deadline:



Five Levels of Planning
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Our organization’s long term purpose

The products we sell to achieve that
purpose

The reason we are delivering one 
product

The long-term (9-18 months) release 
goals for one product

The set of features we plan to release 
by the end of a sequence of Sprints

The goal and Product Backlog Items we 
forecast to deliver in the current Sprint

What the Team plans to accomplish 
today

How often do we plan in Scrum?
__________________________________________________________     

When do we stop planning in Scrum?
__________________________________________________________

How many Sprints do we plan at a time? _________________________

When can the overall Release level plan change in Scrum? 
________________________________________________

How do the following quotes apply to Scrum?

“Plans are useless but planning is indispensable.        - Dwight Eisenhower

“No plan survives contact with the enemy.”                  - Helmut Von Moltke

__________________________________________________________
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Scrum Preparation
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Team Chartering

A new Team will get off to a good start if 
we do some “chartering” activities: 
establishing a team identify, opening 
communication flow and making some working agreements.

We will do a simplified version for the class project.

• The instructor will provide some sample product ideas to set the context.

• Brainstorm a few ideas for your product 
▪ What is the theme of your product?
▪ Who are the customers?

• Select a Product Owner from your group

• Select a Scrum Master from your group

• Choose a team name and mascot

• Create a 1-page poster with your team name and the name of each team 
member by role. Put the poster on the wall near your table.

We are going to form a Scrum Team 
to build a Product Backlog and 
explore other Scrum elements.

See http://www.agilecrossing.com/index.php/services/coaching/team-launch/
for a more detailed description of how to launch a real Scrum Team. Many Agile Training
and coaching companies like cPrime have similar workshops.

http://www.agilecrossing.com/index.php/services/coaching/team-launch/
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For
(target users)

Who
(their needs)

The
(product name)

is a
(product type)

That
(benefits provided)

Unlike
(alternative products)

Our Product
(summary statement of 

awesomeness)

Exercise

There are many formats available for the Product Vision. We are
going to use a simple one called the Elevator Statement.  See the sample below.

$

A more comprehensive format, the Vision Product Board is available at 
http://www.romanpichler.com/blog/the-product-vision-board/ 

Sample:
For working adults
Who want to advance their careers by earning a college degree 
University Online Is a virtual college
That provides accredited degree programs and curriculum delivered securely on the web 
at flexible times to accommodate busy schedules
Unlike traditional colleges and universities that require physical attendance at specific 
times
Our Product makes valuable higher level learning and degrees available to the working 
professional from the privacy of their own home without impacting their work schedule.
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The Product Backlog is an ordered collection of items that describe a 
product’s desired features along with other work needed to build it.
Given the adaptive advantage of Scrum, the Product Backlog can
change at any time to meet shifting priorities and ideas. Items most
likely to be worked on soon will be elaborated to sufficient detail for
development. Lower priority items will be described at a very high 
level.

Product Backlog Items (PBIs) are the unit of shared work available for 
inclusion in a Sprint. Each Sprint will be defined by a selection of items 
from the Product Backlog that are most valuable to complete next.

PBIs are roughly equivalent to traditional “requirements” but 
do not have the constraint of being “required” until that decision 
is made during Sprint Planning.

PBIs can include non-functional work as well as functional product 
capabilities. PBIs can take any of several forms. 

1. What are some attributes of a good Product Backlog Item that promote 

the Scrum goal of producing a valuable Product Increment by the end 

of the Sprint?

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

2. How are PBIs different from traditional requirements?

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

3. What are some properties of a well-formed, useful product backlog?  

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________  



Order Items (PBI) Description

Must Most valuable, prepared in detail 1-3 
Sprints ahead.

Should Make the product release viable 
(useful to the customer). May be 
estimated but still to be split and 
elaborated.

Could “Nice to have” but not promised. 
May remain as “epics” until higher
priorities are done.

Won’t Out of scope for the current planning 
horizon.

Backlog Ordering

Page 25

The goal of ordering or prioritization is to deliver the maximum 
V__________ per unit T__________.

List 5 possible factors for determining the order of a PBI:

• __________________________________________

• __________________________________________

• __________________________________________

• __________________________________________

• __________________________________________

When can backlog order change in Scrum planning?

__________________________________________

Discussion: Are priority and order the same thing? 

“MoSCoW is 
just one of 
many ways 

to organize a 
Product 

Backlog by 
priority.

Product Backlog
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Product Backlog Quiz
True False Statement

The Product Backlog is closed for new items once work has begun.

The Product Backlog can contain non-functional items like spikes, 
process improvements and refactoring.

User Stories are a popular form of PBIs.

Only the Product Owner can add to the Product Backlog.

The Product Owner estimates the cost and effort required to 
complete the PBIs.

Business value is the most common factor for deciding the order of 
a PBI.

The Product Owner manages the Product Backlog to achieve 
maximum revenue.

All PBIs are described in detail before the first Sprint.

An Epic PBI may never be completely implemented.

The Scrum Master decides Product Backlog order.

☺ Extra Credit: An item on the Product Backlog is called a 
P_____________ B_____________ I_______. ☺

Notes



Create a Product Backlog
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Exercise:  Create an ordered Backlog

Examine the sample PBIs given to you by the instructor.

Identify the major feature areas of your product as described in the Vision.

For each, break the feature into specific PBIs. 

Create an ordered backlog on the wall or flip chart by arranging the PBIs into the 
MoSCow priority buckets. Story Map format is optional.

• Your Product Owner has the final say on execution order.
• The Development Team Members offer their input on dependency order 

and difficulty of implementation.
• The Scrum Master facilitates the exercise.

New PBIs may appear. Large PBIs may be split into smaller PBIs.

Mark the priority buckets on each card in pencil. (Priorities can change!)

A Story Map is a two dimensional  view of your Product Backlog. The  columns are Themes or 
Epics. The rows are priority levels. This is a popular alternative to a simple list of PBIs.
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With the help of your table mates and the roles exercise we did earlier, draw 
captioned aspects of the Scrum Master Role. Two are provided for you.

Write a job description summary for the Scrum Master position.

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________      

_______________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________ 

Discuss this quote:

“A good Scrum Master can work with two teams at the  same time.    
A great Scrum Master can work with one team.”

- Michael James, CST

Servant Leader

Change Agent
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Do this exercise with 2 collaborators from different tables. Try to go beyond 
the obvious answers for each.

Identify 3 things that a Scrum Team might need to be protected from:

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

For each of the following impediments, do you think a solution is within 
scope of the Scrum Master’s job description?
Imagine 3 more circumstances that might impede the flow of a Scrum Team.
What might be a first step toward resolving the blocker?

Impediment In 
scope?

First Step

A team member is constantly being pulled 
away to work on “special projects” by her 
manager.

Upper Management is reluctant to re-
assign people from current silos to self-
organizing teams.

• Technical
• Process
• Interpersonal
• Structural
• Cultural

h
ar

d
er
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Handy Sprint Facts

The Sprint is a time-boxed container for team work. It has a repeating structure 
and constant calendar length.

The recommended length for a Sprint is _________ to __________ weeks.

The Scrum Team reduces complexity and establishes a cadence by keeping the
Sprint Length __________________ .

If a Sprint Goal becomes obsolete, the Sprint can be  c__________ and a new 
Sprint planned.

The amount of work pulled into a Sprint is decided by whom?
___________________________.

The forecast of work  for the Sprint is based on what factors, keeping in mind 
the goal of maintaining a sustainable pace?

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________
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A Sprint Goal is a thematic statement of the overall objective of 

the Sprint, a statement of why we are building this increment. 

It provides coherence to the work, encouraging collaboration. Some examples 

are: Build the Shopping Cart, Start Automated Testing, Add Single Sign On.

1. A Sprint is over when all of the work in the Sprint Backlog

is finished.      [  ] True      [  ]  False

2. The fundamental goal of the Sprint is to create a 

Potentially Shippable P_____________   I______________.

3. Define “Potentially Shippable”.

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

4. What are some attributes of a good Sprint Goal?

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

5. What are some additional or alternative goals for a Sprint besides the 

delivery of business value?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________



Purpose of the Sprint Planning Meeting

Sprint Planning Meeting
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Part 1: What?
Define the S_ _ _ _ _ G _ _ _.
Make the PBI f_ _ _ _ _ _ _ .

Part 2: How
Design an implementation
p_ _ _.

Duties
PO: ______________________________
Dev: _____________________________
SM: ______________________________

Inputs? _________________________
_________________________

Outputs? _______________________
________________________

When? ____________________
Time Box? __________________   



Daily Scrum Meeting
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A. The purpose of the Daily Scrum is __________________________
_____________________________________________________.

B. In the Daily Scrum, each person answers the three questions:
1. What _________________________to help achieve the Sprint Goal?
2. What _________________________today to help achieve the 

Sprint Goal?
3. Is anything __________________________us from achieving the 

Sprint Goal?

C. The suggested time box for the Daily Scrum is ________________.

D. List 3 facilitation tips for an efficient Scrum.

1. _______________________________________________
2. _______________________________________________
3. _______________________________________________

E. Why do we stand up?
______________________________________________________

F. What are some consequences of having the Daily Scrum less often?
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

☺ FAQ: 
How often do we have the 
Daily Scrum? 
_______________

The Daily Scrum  is also
often called the
S__________ Meeting

Daily Scrum Quiz



Sprint Review Meeting
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Inputs? _________________________
_________________________
_________________________

Outputs?  _______________________
_______________________
_______________________

Show actual 
running 
code!

When? ____________________
Time Box? __________________   

Additional Actions
• Check timeline
• Update budget
• Discuss changes to Backlog
• Review Release Plan

Possible Outcomes
• Pivot the Release Plan
• Ship the increment
• Stop development

Why? ________________________
________________________
________________________

Duties
PO: ______________________________
Dev: _____________________________
SM: ______________________________



Sprint Retrospective Meeting
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Inputs? _________________________
_________________________
_________________________

Outputs?  _______________________
_______________________
_______________________

When? ____________________
Time Box? __________________   

Common Format
----- Open -----
• Gather Data
• Generate Insights
• Decide Action Items

----- Close -----

Why? ________________________
________________________

Duties
PO: ______________________________
Dev: _____________________________
SM: ______________________________
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Task Board

Burndown Chart

Tracking Progress

There are many options for tracking progress 
during the Sprint.

1. A physical “Task Board” showing which PBIs 
and “tasks” are in progress, which finished.

2. Software that emulates a physical board.

3. A “Burndown Chart” that tracks the number 
of some trackable unit remaining by day. See 
“Sprint Burndown Chart Options ” page in 
[Further Reading] for possible units.

4. The sum total of PBIs or Story Points 
completed in the Sprint is called
V_______________.

5. Is velocity is a useful measure of Team 
productivity? [Yes, No]
Why? ____________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________

6. If you are currently using Scrum, how do you track progress? Share with your table.
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Sample DOR
✓ PBI right size
✓ Screen sketches
✓ Acceptance criteria
✓ Dependent PBIs done

✓ Sample data

Definition of Ready

The Product Owner and Development Team 
will benefit from a set of readiness criteria 
for PBIs to be accepted into a Sprint Backlog

How does a clear DoR improve the flow of 
work in a Sprint?

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

Sample DOD
✓ Unit tested to 90% coverage
✓ Code reviewed
✓ Acceptance tests pass
✓ UI Tested
✓ User Help updated
✓ Scales to 1 Million Users
✓Meets response time 
targets

Definition of Done 

Each Sprint should end with working 
software. The Definition of Done defines 
what “working” means. The DOD may contain
process items, quality definitions and 
non-functional system requirements. 
The DOD will evolve as the Team matures.

The Team may also have a DoD for the 
Sprint as a whole and for a Release.

List 3 ways that a clear, strong Definition of Done reduces risk:

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________
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The Scrum Team will use up to 10% of each Sprint 
refining the Product backlog. This includes on-going 
activities and possibly an additional event.

Three ways that the Product Backlog can change are:

1. ____________________________________

2. ____________________________________

3. ____________________________________

As Items bubble to the top of the Product Backlog, the Product Owner will 
work to prepare them according to the Team’s 
D__________ of R___________.

Many Teams add an additional event in mid-Sprint to do Backlog 
Refinement, also known as Backlog Grooming.

This event is also used to:
• Introduce new __________________
• Size new ___________ and existing E_______
• Ask for clarification on PBIs likely to be chosen for the next 

Sprint
• Develop and discuss A_____________ Criteria for upcoming 

PBIs.

If you are currently using Scrum, what other Refinement activities can you 
share with the class?

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________
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List some skills that a successful Scrum Master 
needs to have or learn.

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

What  relationships might a Scrum Master want to cultivate?

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

List some activities that a Scrum Master will do outside of the Scrum 
Meetings.

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

List some activities that a Scrum Master might do outside of the Scrum 
Team.

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________
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Identify some facilitation tools for each category.

Bonus: When might a Scrum Master 
decline to facilitate an activity?

Time Management

Focus

Communication

Consensus

Problem Solving

Process Improvement
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Servant Leadership is a philosophy and set of 
practices that enriches the lives of individuals, 
builds better organizations and ultimately 
creates a more just and caring world.  

- Robert K. Greenleaf 1970

Servant Leadership is similar to Type Y management in the McGregor model. 
The opposite style is “Command and Control” or Type X management.

List three characteristics of a Servant Leader:

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

Identify some famous people who exhibit Servant Leadership:

_______________________________________________________

And some who exhibit a more Command and Control approach to leadership:

_______________________________________________________

How does the Scrum Master serve the Product Owner?

_______________________________________________________      

_______________________________________________________ 

How does the Scrum Master serve the Development Team?

_______________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________
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Patience is advised.
“A dead ScrumMaster is 
no help to anyone.”

- Ken Schwaber

Satir Change Model

What are 3 ways to decrease chaos when transitioning to a new 
paradigm like Scrum in your organization?

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

What specific actions might the Scrum Master take as a Change Agent?

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

Why do some people resist change?

_________________________________________________

Interpret the quote from Ken Schwaber (one of the founders of Scrum).

_________________________________________________
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Notes

Investing in a Full Time SM

Cost of a Full Time SM 1/8 of Sprint Cost

Productivity Gain needed for Break Even 12.5%

Payback at 50% Productivity Gain 37.5%

Payback at 100% Productivity Gain 87.5%
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Structure
• There will be 2 or 3 Sprints consisting of 2 “days” each.
• Each Sprint will include all of the events using the time boxes 

shown above.
• The current time box will be indicated on the screen using the 

yellow arrow. Time remaining will also be displayed on the screen.
• Final Sprint Review will be a public demonstration of your product.
• Scrum Masters and Product Owners will not participate in 

implementation. 
• Scrum Masters may refer to the Checklist on the next page for 

further guidance on their role.
• The instructor will give you further instructions prior to the first 

planning event.

Sprint Velocity Tracker

Scrum Master will note the team’s forecast and actual velocity by Sprint.

Sprint Forecast Velocity Actual Velocity

1

2

3
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Scrum Master Checklist

 Do you see any obstacles?

 Is everyone included?

 Are we collaborating?

 Do we have too much work in progress?

 Are we testing?

 Is anyone disengaged?

 Is the task board up to date?

 Are the events taking too long?

 How much time is left in the Sprint?

 Is the Product Owner being utilized effectively by the team?

 Does the Team have what they need?

 Is another Team doing something cool?

 Do the stories meet the Definition of Done?

 Is it time to prepare for the demo?

 Have I compared notes with any other ScrumMasters lately?

 Is the work area cluttered? 

 Am I telling people what to do? 

 Am I working on the product and neglecting my team? 

Use this in 
the class 

project AND 
in real life
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Gather Data

Working alone and silently, list 5 things you learned from 
building this product with your Team that you would like to remember 
when you return to work.

1. _____________________________________________

2. _____________________________________________

3. _____________________________________________

4. _____________________________________________

5. _____________________________________________

Generate Insights

With your Teammates, discuss your list and choose the top 5 
observations from your group. Scrum Master facilitates and  will 
report to the class.

1. _____________________________________________

2. _____________________________________________

3. _____________________________________________

4. _____________________________________________

5. _____________________________________________

Decide Action Items

What are 3 actions or behavior changes you would like to make or offer to 
your real team when you return to work?

1. _____________________________________________

2. _____________________________________________

3. _____________________________________________
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Tuckman's Team Development Model

Three motivators for Team Members (really any professional) are :

(source TED and Drive, Dan Pink)

• Autonomy  – I have choices to make
• Mastery  – Learning and proficiency are encouraged
• Purpose – Part of something greater than oneself

The “Leader” in this graphic maps to the Scrum Role of
_____________________________.

According to the model, it takes  a minimum 4 cycles of work to  get to 
Norming. In scrum, this would map to 4 _________.  It is likely to take a 
Scrum Team  _______________ to achieve Performing.

The Tuckman model applies to a stable team. The impact of changing one or 
more Team Members is _________________________________.

Name 3 factors besides stability that will help the Team reach the Performing 
stage  sooner:

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________
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Exercise

Choose two classmates you 
have not yet worked with.

Think about a time when 
you worked with other 
people on an extremely 
satisfying effort (work, 
sports, music, theater, 
volunteering).

Identify the main factors 
that contributed to your 
feeling of satisfaction, 
success or accomplishment. 
List those factors below.

Fill in the Scrum Values on 
the right side below. Draw a 
line from each of your 
success factors to the most 
related value.

Factors of Satisfaction Scrum Values

F______________

C_________________

O_________________

C_________________

R_________________
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• Co-location

• Pair Programming

• Refactoring/Technical Debt Payback and 
Avoidance

• Automated Acceptance Testing

• Test-Driven Development

• Continuous Integration

• Exploratory Spikes

• Legacy System Strategies

• Evolutionary Design

• Agile Architecture

The Agile Testing Pyramid

http://www.agilecoachjournal.com/2014-01-28/the-agile-testing-pyramid
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Sources of Technical Debt

• Known defects left for later

• Stories not finished

• Overly complex code

• Unreadable code

• “Clever” solutions

• Poor designs

• Hard-to-test code

• Disabled code

• Coding for future features

Managing Technical Debt

• Test-Driven Development

• Pair Programming

• Legacy debt payment allowances

• Boy Scout Rule

• Agile design training

• Code quality measurement tools

• Tech Debt Backlog

• Refactor stories

Technical Debt is the accumulated re-work that results when we borrow 
time from the future by taking shortcuts now. 

Warning: It compounds!
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Participant Action Plan

Please check your class goals on page 3. How did we do?

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

Based on this course, what are 3 concrete actions you will take 
following class that will make your personal or work life more 
satisfying?

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

Getting to “Class Done”

❑ Check on all of the deferred questions
❑ Review information on the Certification Exam
❑ Distribute feedback form
❑ Pass out Certificates of Completion
❑ Class Picture
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These are additional topics that are not included in the certification 
exam but knowing these can help you achieve even better results with 
Scrum. There is usually not time to fit them in the CSM course, so each 
includes references for further study.
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Story Title

As a <user role>,       (who)
I can <do something>  (what)
so that 
<I get some value>.    (why)

Online University

As a student, I can get a degree 
on-line so that I do not have to 
move near a college campus

Print Transcript

As a registered student, I can 
print a copy of my transcript to 
send to an employer

This story is  an E_______ 
because ___________________
__________________________.

This story is right sized to be 
completed  in _____ to _____ days.

User Stories are popular 
and powerful but not 

required in Scrum.

_____________

As a _____________________
I can ____________________
_________________________
So that __________________
_________________________

Write a User Story that would solve a
problem for a user of the Online 
University other than a student.

A User Story a Card
that holds the place for a Conversation
and will eventually include Confirmation
or  __________________ criteria.

You can find a great reference on working with User Stories at 
https://scalingsoftwareagility.files.wordpress.com/2009/11/user-story-primer_1.pdf
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Definitions

Time Estimation One or more team members predicts the time 
it will take to complete a PBI

Relative Estimation Assigning dimensionless Story Points to PBIs 
based on effort and complexity relative to 
other PBIs 

Story Splitting The craft of vertically slicing PBIs to the 
smallest possible deliverable

Vertical Slice PBI implementation through the technology 
stack from UI to data layer that delivers true, 
usable value to the user.

Uniform Sizing Combination of Relative Estimation and Story 
Splitting to make all PBIs to be more or less 
the same size.

Velocity Number of PBIs or Story Points completed in a 
Sprint.

Discussion

Uses of estimates:

1. For Sprints: ___________________________________________

2. For Release Planning: ___________________________________

_____________________________________________________

3. For PBIs: _____________________________________________

4. For Finance: __________________________________________

Reasons to not estimate:

1. ____________________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________________
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Story Points are a device for comparing PBIs by size and 
Complexity to create a [relative, absolute] estimate of effort.

The typical scale used for Story Points is the modified Fibonacci Scale:

1 2 3 5 8 13 20

Affinity Estimation is a quick estimation technique that relies on our brains’
ability to visually ____________ similar items.

Exercise and Discussion

1. Examine the class project PBIs given to you by the instructor to see if you
agree with the story point size values.

2. Discuss what you know and don’t know about the effort needed to complete 
these PBIs at this point.

3. Choose 5 of the PBIs your team has created. Assign story points to these by
comparing them to the provided PBIs. Use the Affinity Estimation grid above
to facilitate the comparison.

4. How is this technique different from time estimation?

5. If your team completes PBIs with sizes of 3, 5, 8, 1 and 5 in a Sprint, what is
your velocity for that Sprint?

6. At that velocity, how many Sprints would it take to complete 200 story points?
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EPIC 1 Exercise 1: 
Find the 40 point PBI given to you by
the Instructor. Split it into 3 or more
smaller stories that deliver value
independently. Then mark each smaller
story with its size.

Exercise 2: 
Discuss: Do the smaller stories all have
the same general priority as the larger
story?

40

For more on Splitting Stories:
http://agileforall.com/resources/how-to-split-
a-user-story/

Vertical Slicing
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Release Planning Meeting

✓ 1 – 2 days
✓ Assemble Scrum Team and

Stakeholders
✓ Share the Vision
✓ Create Prioritized Backlog
✓ Forecast Team Velocity
✓ Forecast Release

Why? ________________________
________________________

Who? _________________________
_________________________

Inputs? _________________________
_________________________
_________________________

Outputs? 

_________________________
_________________________
_________________________

Release Planning
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Velocity is the number of P___________ or the number
of  S___________ P__________ completed in a Sprint.

The Release Burnup Chart is updated at the end of each 
Sprint to tell us (choose all that are true )

❑ What features have been delivered
❑ How many PBIs have been completed 
❑ How much value has been created
❑ How many PBIs are remaining

Discuss with your group:

• What factors would you need to calculate the cost 
of this 6-Sprint release?
__________________________________________

• What factors might cause a release forecast to change?
__________________________________________
_________________________________________
__________________________________________

See the optional “Budgeting“ exercise in the Advanced Topics section 
of this workbook if you want to know more about cost forecasting.

Information 
Radiator

Can  also use 
the inverse 
Burndown 

Chart
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Agile Release Planning and Budgeting Exercise

During the Release Planning Meeting, you and your Team have identified, prioritized and estimated 120 
user stories for consideration in the next release. This is a feature-based release so there is no absolute 
deadline. 

1. The total size of the Product 
Backlog is

_______  Story Points

2. A reasonable scope to use 
for forecasting the delivery 
date and labor budget would 
be

_______  Story Points

3. The Development Team has forecasted a sustainable velocity of 40 Story Points per two-week Sprint. 
History shows that software product scope typically increases by 30% during development as new 
ideas emerge. Given these numbers, how many Sprints do you forecast it will take to complete the 
Product Backlog? 

________ Sprints 

Role Number Labor Cost Per 2 week Sprint

QA 2 $10,000/person

Developer 5 $12,000/person

ScrumMaster 1 $14,000/person

Product Owner 1 $20,000/person

The Scrum Team

4. Each Sprint will have a labor cost of  $_______________

5. Your Release Budget Request for the forecast will include a labor cost of

$                                        

200 points

120 points

80 points

80 points

Must Have
50 Stories

Should Have
30 Stories

Could Have
20 Stories

Won’t Have
20 Stories

©  2014 Roger W. Brown, agilecrossing.com V 2.5

Hide the next page 
before you begin!
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Page 69

1. What are some “pull” systems that you encounter often?

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

2. What are 2  “pull” mechanisms in Scrum?

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

3. What is the “System” in Scrum?

______________________________________________

4. Which kind of system do you think traditional project management is?  

[  ] Push   [  ]  Pull

Pull vs. Push

https://www.playbookhq.co/blog/lean-project-management-and-visual-work-
management-tools-that-work-for-hardware-development-teams-part-6/
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Minimize Work In Progress (WIP)
“Stop Starting, Start Finishing” to 

increate efficiency and reduce risk.

http://www.agilecoachjournal.com/2014-02-03/a-sprint-is-not-a-2-week-waterfall

Notes

Single Piece Flow
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Local Sub-optimization

Complex systems have global goals. Their 
subsystems have local goals.

Optimization of local goals often works 
against the global goals.

1. What is the system goal of the man in this picture? What is the local sub-

optimization?

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

2. Identify some global goals of your organization as a complex system.

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

3. What is a local goal in your work that might conflict with the global goals?

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

4. How might you reconcile the local goal with the global goals?

_________________________________________________________

https://less.works/less/principles/systems-thinking.html
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Listening

Powerful Questions

“Art of the Possible”

The Art of Powerful Questions, Vogt, et al.

Notes

Notes

Notes

Facilitating Teaching Mentoring Coaching
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Facilitation
• Fist of Five
• Roman Voting
• Dot Voting
• Brainstorming
• Five Why’s
• Games: www.tastycupcakes.org

Coaching

• Appreciative Inquiry
• Systems Thinking
• International Coaching Federation 

Programs
• www.agilecoachpath.org
• www.icagile.com

Personality Models
• Myers-Briggs Type Indicator
• DISC
• Kolbe
• Herrmann Brain Dominance 

Instrument

Engagement Models
• X-Model of Employee Engagement
• Tuckman Team Development Model
• Hackman Five Factor Model
• Responsibility Process

Complexity Models
• Systems Thinking - Influence Diagrams
• Cynefin Model
• Spiral Dynamics

Organizational Change
• Satir Change Model
• ADKAR
• Kotter Model
• Competing Values Framework
• The Learning Organization
• Spiral Model

This is a collection of tools that are popular these days.

http://www.tastycupcakes.org/
http://www.agilecoachpath.org/
http://www.icagile.com/

